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Revelation 18:3·· For because of the wine of the anger of her fornication1 all 
the nations have fallen victim, and the kings of the earth 
committed fornication with her, and the traveling merchants of 
the earth became rich due to the power of her shameless luxury.  

 Footnote:   Or;  For because of the passion-arousing wine of her fornication  A omits 
of the wine 

 [10] - References: 

· So, having sustenance and covering, we shall be content with 
these things. (1 Timothy 6:8) 

· However, those who are determined to be rich fall into 
temptation and a snare and many senseless and hurtful desires, 
which plunge men into destruction and ruin. (1 Timothy 6:9) 

· Babylon has been a golden cup in the hand of Yehowah, she 
making all the earth drunk.  From her wine the nations have 
drunk.  That is why the nations keep acting crazed. (Jeremiah 
51:7) 

· Sit down silently and come into the darkness, O daughter of the 
Chaldeans.  For you will not experience again that people call you 
Mistress of Kingdoms. (Isaiah 47:5) 

· With whom the kings of the earth committed fornication, 
whereas those who inhabit the earth were made drunk with the 
wine of her fornication. (Revelation 17:2) 

· Who is it that has given this counsel against Tyre, the bestower 
of crowns, whose merchants were princes, whose tradesmen 
were the honorable ones of the earth? (Isaiah 23:8) 

· Luxury is not fitting for anyone stupid.  How much less for a 
servant to rule over princes! (Proverbs 19:10) 

· Come down and sit down in the dust, O virgin daughter of 
Babylon.  Sit down on the earth where there is no throne, O 
daughter of the Chaldeans.  For you will not experience again 
that people call you delicate and dainty. (Isaiah 47:1) 

· A drying yard for dragnets is what she will become in the midst 
of the sea.  For I myself have spoken, is the utterance of the 
Sovereign Lord Yehowah, and she must become an object of 
plunder for the nations. (Ezekiel 26:5) 
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· Woe to the one giving his companions something to drink, 
attaching to it your rage and anger, in order to make them drunk, 
for the purpose of looking upon their parts of shame. (Habakkuk 
2:15) 

· And another, a second angel, followed, saying;  She has fallen!  
Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink 
of the wine of the anger of her fornication! (Revelation 14:8) 

 


